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A material’s magnetic state and its dynamics are of great fundamental research interest and
are also at the core of a wide plethora of modern technologies. However, reliable access to
magnetization dynamics in materials and devices on the technologically relevant ultrafast
timescale, and under realistic device-operation conditions, remains a challenge. Here, we
demonstrate a method of ultrafast terahertz (THz) magnetometry, which gives direct access
to the (sub-)picosecond magnetization dynamics even in encapsulated materials or devices
in a contact-free fashion, in a fully calibrated manner, and under ambient conditions. As a
showcase for this powerful method, we measure the ultrafast magnetization dynamics in a
laser-excited encapsulated iron film. Our measurements reveal and disentangle distinct
contributions originating from (i) incoherent hot-magnon-driven magnetization quenching
and (ii) coherent acoustically-driven modulation of the exchange interaction in iron, paving
the way to technologies utilizing ultrafast heat-free control of magnetism. High sensitivity and
relative ease of experimental arrangement highlight the promise of ultrafast THz magneto-
metry for both fundamental studies and the technological applications of magnetism.
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1 has traditionally been a major topic of fun-
damental research. It also underpins numerous modern
technologies ranging from high-capacity memories2,3 to
novel concepts in computing and data transfer4,5. Since the dis-
covery of sub-picosecond spin momentum removal in a magnetic
system two decades ago6, the field of ultrafast magnetism has
become a rapidly growing area in modern condensed matter
physics (see e.g. refs. 7–9 and references therein). We owe our
present understanding of ultrafast magnetization dynamics to a
range of advanced laser-based experimental methods, all of which,
however, feature certain drawbacks in terms of limited precision,
ambiguity of measurement interpretation, or limited applicability
under realistic device conditions. Spin-resolved surface science
methods such as time-resolved photoemission10,11 require ultra-
high vacuum conditions, pristine sample surfaces, and technically
challenging detection schemes. These constraints preclude the
measurements on encapsulated materials or devices, as well as
experimentation under typical device working conditions. Optical
probes such as the magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE)12,13 or
optical second-harmonic generation14 are versatile but are limited
to the optical probe penetration depth.
Further, the interpretation of MOKE signals on sub-picosecond
timescales is not straightforward: pump-induced change in the
magnetooptical constant of a material can make a significant
contribution to the MOKE signal itself, which currently remains
the subject of intense research12,13.
Over a decade ago, THz electromagnetic emission from opti-
cally excited magnetic metallic structures15,16 was reported for the
first time, and was assigned to the presence16 or temporal mod-
ification15 of magnetization in laser-excited samples. A number of
studies followed (see, e.g. refs. 17–24), reporting on the THz
emission from laser- or THz-excited metallic and dielectric
magnetic structures, and tracing this emission back to ultrafast
spin- and electron-dynamics of various origins.
THz emission spectroscopy relies on a fundamental principle
of electrodynamics: a time-varying magnetization M(t) or
polarization P(t) in the sample acts as a source of electromagnetic
radiation, known as magnetic EM(t) or electric EP(t) dipole
emission, respectively (see “Methods”). When the temporal var-
iation of M(t) or P(t) occurs on the ultrafast, (sub-)picosecond
timescale, the resulting radiation contains THz frequencies. The
THz electromagnetic waves, in turn, experience considerably
weaker absorption in metals, semiconductors, and dielectrics in
comparison to ultraviolet, visible, and infrared lightwaves. Such a
high penetration power becomes a natural advantage of the THz
waves, making them especially suitable for probing relatively
thick, multilayer structures and devices (see, e.g. ref. 25), where
optical probes can fail. Unlike other methods, THz emission
spectroscopy can be easily implemented under ambient condi-
tions, and can be applied to encapsulated samples or devices.
Importantly, such a contact-free measurement reveals the ultra-
fast magnetization dynamics in the sample as a whole, and not
only within the probed surface region. Most crucially, however,
the principles of THz emission spectroscopy must allow for direct
and fully calibrated determination of the quantity of fundamental
interest, the ultrafast magnetization dynamics in the sample M(t),
from the measurable quantity—magnetic dipole emission EM(t).
It must be emphasized here that the magnetic dipole emission
EM(t) is connected to its source, instantaneous magnetic moment
M(t), in the most straightforward way, not involving any
potentially time-dependent coupling constants. Nonetheless, such
measurements have so far remained a challenge. For example, in a
dedicated comparative study18 the discrepancy was identified
between the timescales of M(t) estimated via THz emission and
MOKE methods. Therefore, in spite of all its promise, the full
potential of THz emission spectroscopy for studies of ultrafast
magnetism still remains to be shown.
Here, we demonstrate an accurate and practical ultrafast mag-
netometry method, based on THz emission spectroscopy under
ambient conditions. As a proof-of-principle, we rigorously deter-
mine the ultrafast magnetization dynamics M(t) in a laser-excited
encapsulated iron film, based on the measured electric field
component EM(t) of the laser-driven magnetic dipole THz emis-
sion from the sample. This measurement is sufficiently sensitive to
clearly resolve and disentangle various contributions to the com-
plex magnetization dynamics in the sample, occurring on sub-
picosecond and picosecond timescales. Our measurements are in
quantitative agreement with the results of theoretical modeling.
Results
Sample and experiment. The schematic of our experiment is
shown in Fig. 1a. Our sample was a 10-nm-thick single-crystalline
Fe film epitaxially grown on <100> MgO substrate, and capped
with a 12-nm-thick MgO layer as shown in Fig. 1b (see “Meth-
ods”). The sample was optically excited at normal incidence, using
linearly polarized 100 fs transform-limited pulses of 800 nm cen-
tral wavelength from an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser. The laser
pump beam was collimated with the excitation laser spot on the
sample of 19.6 mm2 (1/e2 width), and the corresponding excita-
tion fluence was ranging from 0.25 to 1.02 mJ cm−2. The sample
was placed in a static in-plane magnetic field of B= 63.4 mT, as
shown in Fig. 1a. The forward-propagating THz emission from
the sample was measured in the far-field at a distance of 10.3 cm
from the sample, without any intermediate optical components,
using free-space electro-optic sampling (FEOS) in a 1-mm-thick
<110> ZnTe crystal gated by 100 fs, 800 nm laser pulses26. This
detector configuration provided the required sensitivity and
acceptance of spectral bandwidth (see “Methods”). A THz-
transparent laser beam block was placed behind the sample to
stop the propagation of the remainder of the pump laser beam in
the setup (see Fig. 1a).
Challenges in implementation of the method. Before we proceed
with the results of our measurements and their interpretation, we
outline here the challenges in the successful implementation of
ultrafast THz magnetometry. The detailed solutions to these
challenges are presented in Methods. First of all, THz magnetic
dipole radiation EM(t) due to magnetization dynamics M(t) inside
the sample must be uniquely identified as such, and properly
isolated. Yet, under certain conditions, the THz emission from the
photoexcited magnetic samples can, in fact, be strongly dominated
by electric dipole emission EP(t), driven by a time-varying electric
current J(t)= dP/dt in the sample (see “Methods”). This emission
originates from the ultrafast inverse spin-Hall effect (ISHE)17,19,
converting the non-radiating laser-driven hot spin currents in the
sample into THz-emitting charge currents. While originating from
the ultrafast superdiffusion of hot spin-polarized electrons, these
THz-emitting conduction currents are in fact an intricate con-
volution of ultrafast spin currents27 with the complex process of
natural ultrafast conductive response in a material, involving, e.g.,
energy-, density-, spin- and time-dependent electron mobility (see,
e.g. refs. 25,28–30). Therefore, this ISHE-mediated THz emission
does not carry direct, but only indirect information about the
laser-induced dynamics of the magnetic state in the material M(t).
Yet, as we show below, the ISHE-driven emission easily obscures
the much weaker THz emission driven purely by magnetization
dynamics M(t), which remains the quantity of fundamental
interest. We overcome this challenge by a proper sample design,
where the electronic motion is precluded, thus eliminating the
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ISHE mechanism; and by performing control measurements, fully
supported by the simulations, that unambiguously confirm the
magnetic dipole origin of the detected THz fields (see “Methods”).
It should be noted here, that all THz emission experiments on
metallic magnetic systems known to us17–21, are, in fact, dealing
with the situation of non-local spin dynamics, and hence with
predominantly ISHE-type electric dipole THz emission. This
includes the pioneering observation of THz emission from
an optically pumped Ni/Cr nanostructure made by one of us,
Beaurepaire et al.15, which was initially assigned to the process of
laser-driven transient demagnetization M(t) in Ni. Our present
understanding17,19,31, however, clearly points to the electric dipole
nature of this THz emission15 via the ISHE mechanism, enabled
by the superdiffusion of laser-excited spin-polarized electrons
from Ni to Cr, and resulting in the THz-emitting in-plane charge
current in the Cr layer. As such, even after more than two decades
since the first experiments on ultrafast magnetism6, and after
more than a decade since the pioneering observations of THz
emission from magnetic materials15,16, the fundamental process of
laser-driven transient demagnetization in ferromagnetic metals
has not been identified so far in a clear, unambiguous and cali-
brated manner, to the best of our knowledge.
Another challenge is a rigorous and fully calibrated reconstruc-
tion of the source of magnetic dipole radiation, i.e., the
magnetization dynamics in the sample M(t), from the observable,
which is the THz electro-optic signal (EOS) detected in the far-
field, many centimeters away from the sample. As the propagation
and detection of the THz fields significantly modify their temporal
structure and spectral content, such a reconstruction becomes
another critical step in the successful implementation of ultrafast
THz magnetometry: minor discrepancies in the signal reconstruc-
tion will lead to a significant error in the recovered M(t). We
address this challenge by introducing an experimental calibration
procedure to a known reference THz emitter, confirmed by a
numerical simulation of the THz propagation function in the
spectrometer (see “Methods”).
The thickness of the Fe layer used in this work was chosen to
be 10 nm, which ensures a virtually uniform pump intensity
distribution within the film (see “Methods”). As a result, a
gradient of superdiffusive motion of photoexcited electrons in the
film is precluded. The MgO substrate and 12-nm-thick MgO cap
layer (see Fig. 1b) serve as diffusion barriers, inhibiting the
motion of laser-excited electrons out of Fe. As a result, the motion
of spin-polarized electrons in our MgO/Fe/MgO sample is
precluded, thus eliminating the possibility for ISHE-type
mechanisms and leaving the process of pure transient demagne-
tization M(t) as the only possible source of THz electromagnetic
emission from this sample. As a control sample, we have grown a
nominally identical Fe film on an MgO substrate, but now capped
with a metallic Pd film of 5 nm thickness. In such a sample, the
superdiffusion of laser-excited spin-polarized electrons from Fe to
Pd is possible, thus leading to THz emission via the ISHE
mechanism17,19. The polarization of the electric field component
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Fig. 1 Schematic of the experiment and the sample. a Sketch of the THz emission experiment: the sample is placed in the static in-plane magnetic field of
63.4 mT, and excited with a 100 fs, 800 nm laser pulse at normal incidence. The THz emission from the sample in the forward-propagating direction is
detected using free-space electro-optic sampling in a 1 mm ZnTe crystal, without any intermediate focusing or additional guiding. b Schematic of the
sample: 10-nm-thick bcc Fe film, grown on a 0.5-mm-thick MgO substrate, and capped with 12-nm-thick MgO cap. The excitation gradient of the electrons
in the Fe film in such a configuration is negligible, and hot-electron diffusion from the Fe film is blocked by MgO substrate and cap. This eliminates the
possibility of any ISHE-type mechanism, which relies on the motion of spin-polarized electrons in the sample, in the laser-induced magnetization dynamics
M(t). The only possible contributions to M(t) in the sample remain hot-electron-driven transient demagnetization causing incoherent hot-magnon
excitation (primary dynamics), and modulation of exchange interaction in Fe due to generated coherent acoustic phonons S(t) propagating in the structure
(secondary dynamics).
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MgO/Fe/Pd samples was always perpendicular to the direction of
the applied magnetic field. Rotating the polarization of the
incident laser pulse about the incidence axis had no effect on the
THz emission from both samples.
Exemplary measured THz EOS from the MgO/Fe/MgO and
MgO/Fe/Pd samples, obtained under identical excitation condi-
tions, are shown in the inset of Fig. 2a. The THz emission from
the Pd-capped sample exceeds that from the MgO-capped one by
about a factor of 10 in amplitude. The dominant mechanisms of
THz emission from the MgO/Fe/MgO and MgO/Fe/Pd samples
can be differentiated, and uniquely identified as transient
demagnetization and ISHE, respectively, using the symmetry
analysis of the polarity of measured THz signals (see “Methods”
for details). The order of magnitude difference in strength
between the THz emission from MgO/Fe/MgO and MgO/Fe/Pd
samples shown in the inset of Fig. 2a emphasizes the importance
of creating the dielectric diffusion barriers in the sample, blocking
the superdiffusion of hot spin-polarized electrons, and thereby
suppressing the ISHE THz emission mechanism, for the
observation of the pure transient demagnetization processes.
We note here that any broken inversion symmetry of the film
would also lead to the parasitic electric dipole emission, which
was, however, observed to be negligible in our samples (see
“Methods”).
Reconstruction of magnetization dynamics from THz emis-
sion. Having proven that the THz emission from the MgO-
capped Fe nanofilm is exclusively related to the local dynamics of
magnetic order in laser-excited Fe, the measured THz EOS can be
rigorously reconstructed to its source, the ultrafast magnetization
dynamics M(t) in Fe. Our reconstruction protocol is based on the
rigorous experimental and theoretical characterization of the
complex propagation function, which connects the THz radiation
source, i.e., magnetization dynamics M(t) in the sample, to the
observable, the THz EOS of the magnetic dipole emission EM(t).
Once the complex propagation function is established, its
deconvolution allows the quantitative extraction of the quantity
of interest, magnetization dynamics M(t). Our reconstruction
protocol is described in detail in the “Methods” section.
In Fig. 2a, we show the exemplary as-measured THz EOS, and
in Fig. 2b the reconstructed magnetization dynamics M(t), in our
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Fig. 2 Observable quantities: measured electro-optic signal of the THz emission, the reconstructed magnetization dynamics M(t), and its theoretical
simulation. a Measured FEOS signal of the THz emission from MgO/Fe/MgO sample, under the excitation of 0.51 mJ cm−2. Inset: comparison of FEOS
signal obtained from MgO/Fe/MgO sample via pure magnetic dipole emission due to M(t), red line; and MgO/Fe/Pd sample, dominated by the electric
dipole emission via ISHE, green line. b Reconstructed magnetization from experimental EOS (solid line) and simulated magnetization dynamics (dashed
line). Simulation conditions are identical to the experiment. μ0M0= 2.15 T—equilibrium magnetization in Fe (see “Methods”). c Hot electrons excite hot
magnons that drive primary demagnetization dynamics. d Dynamics of elongation of the Fe film due to the generated coherent optical phonon pulse.
Complete magnetization dynamics M(t) comprises both incoherent hot-magnon and coherent acoustic phonon contributions.
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experimental configuration as shown in Fig. 1a). The recon-
structed M(t) signal contains two clearly visible components: (i) a
fast transient demagnetization signal with the amplitude on the
order of μ0ΔM= 16.6 mT, with an initial drop on the timescale of
about 500 fs, and recovery on the timescale of about 1.7 ps; and
(ii) a time-delayed contribution of a rather complex shape, with
an amplitude of about 2.5 mT, and a total duration of several
picoseconds. We attribute the initial fast component to the pure
hot-magnon-driven transient demagnetization process in laser-
excited Fe: the laser-excited hot electrons in Fe excite none-
quilibrium magnons, which in turn (incoherently) drive the
demagnetization process. The dynamics of this demagnetization
is reasonably well-understood, and has by now been observed by
a variety of other experimental methods (see, e.g. refs. 11,13,32,33).
We assign the second, time-delayed component in the recon-
structed magnetization dynamics M(t) to the magnetoelastic
effect driven by the laser-excited coherent acoustic phonon
propagation in the MgO/Fe/MgO structure. The mechanism of
the magnetoelastic effect is as follows. Subsequent to the laser
excitation, a lattice strain is impulsively generated in Fe via
electron-phonon coupling34, thus producing a coherent acoustic
phonon pulse propagating away from the Fe film surface. This
acoustic pulse will undergo reflections on the acoustic disconti-
nuities within the structure (see e.g. ref. 35): partial reflections on
the Fe/MgO interfaces, and total reflection on the outside cap
layer MgO/air interface, as shown in Fig. 1b, thus returning back
to the Fe film. The propagation of such a multiply reflected
coherent acoustic phonon pulse through Fe leads to the transient
modification of interatomic distances in Fe, modulating the
exchange interaction in the material, and hence leading to an
additional, strain-induced demagnetization channel in Fe (see,
e.g. refs. 36–38 and references therein). We note that, to the best of
our knowledge, the direct measurement of such an acoustically
driven magnetization dynamics on the ultrafast (sub-)picosecond
timescale, and its co-existence with the direct laser-driven
demagnetization via hot magnons, has not been reported before.
Comparison of experiment and theory. Here, we have theore-
tically modeled the entire magnetization dynamics in the laser-
excited MgO/Fe/MgO structure employing a methodology that
uses as building blocks a microscopic multi-temperature model
(MMTM), lattice strain dynamics and first-principles calculations
(see “Methods” for details). In Fig. 2b, we show the exemplary
measured and simulated M(t) signals, corresponding to identical
excitation conditions (excitation fluence of 0.51 mJ cm−2), and
demonstrating very good quantitative agreement. Figure 2c shows
the calculation of the isolated hot-magnon driven transient
demagnetization dynamics, which occurs on a ~500 fs timescale
and recovers on a timescale of ~1.7 ps. In Fig. 2d the calculated
dynamics of elongation of laser-excited Fe film is presented,
corresponding to the experimental conditions in Fig. 2b: the
initial strain in the 10-nm-thick Fe film builds up on a ~2 ps
timescale, followed by slow (>100 ps) relaxation, convoluted with
the multiple reflections of the strain waves within the Fe film, as
well as the return of the strain wave reflected from the outside
MgO/air interface of the sample back into the Fe film. The the-
oretically simulated magnetization dynamics curveM(t) in Fig. 2b
includes the contributions of the hot-magnon driven transient
demagnetization (Fig. 2c), and the coherent-phonon-driven
magnetoelastic effect (Fig. 2d). Note that the ~2.6 mT ampli-
tude of the acoustically driven demagnetization signal in Fig. 2b is
only about 6.5 times smaller than that from the direct laser-driven
transient demagnetization of 16.7 mT.
In Fig. 3a, b we show the entirety of the measured magnetization
dynamics signalsM(t) in this work under the excitation fluence in the
range 0.25–1.02mJ cm−2, and the results of the first-principles
calculations as described above, fully corresponding to the experi-
mental conditions. The maximum observed hot-magnon driven
demagnetization reaches 28.8mT (corresponding to the change in
magnetic moment density of 2.26 × 104 J T−1 m−3), while the strain-
driven demagnetization reaches 3.5mT (0.18 × 104 J T−1 m−3) at the
strongest excitation. Hence, the maximum measured hot-magnon –
and coherent phonon-driven demagnetizations of μ0ΔM= 28.8mT
and μ0ΔM= 3.5mT, respectively, correspond to about 1.3% and
0.16% of the equilibrium magnetization in Fe of μ0M0= 2.15 T. In
this respect, we would like to emphasize the high sensitivity provided
by our ultrafast magnetometry method, which allows one to reliably
observe the ultrafast magnetization dynamics on the order of 10−4
M0 (see Figs. 2, 3). Generally, the ratio of the amplitudes of these two
components of transient demagnetization signal is maintained as
ΔMhotmagnon=ΔMphonon 7 for the whole range of excitation
fluences used in the experiment. Such a high relative efficiency of
ultrafast magnetization control by strain, as compared to direct laser
excitation of electrons, is quite remarkable, and points to the promise
of efficient ultrafast magnetic technologies controlled by acoustic
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Fig. 3 Comparison of measured and simulated magnetization dynamics M(t) in laser-excited MgO/Fe/MgO sample in this work. a Ultrafast
magnetization dynamics in the Fe film at various laser pump fluences in the range 0.25–1.02 mJ cm−2 with errors shown by dashed lines, and b results of
simulation corresponding to the experimental scenario in (a). The error bars in (a) were determined from the standard errors in the measured electro-optic
signals (from 200 individual measurements). The experimental error was then propagated in the reconstruction protocol, leading to the intervals as
indicated.
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Notwithstanding, the ratio ΔMhotmagnon=ΔMphonon 7 points to the
dominating role of ultrafast magnon excitation for the process of
laser-driven femtosecond demagnetization.
Again, the experimental data and the results of modeling are in
good agreement: the calculation captures both the temporal features
and the magnitudes of the measured transient demagnetization
signals. The small discrepancy in the shapes of measured and
modeled magnetoelastic contribution might be caused by minor
thickness fluctuations in the sample within the laser excitation spot,
affecting the local arrival times of the acoustic phonon pulse, and
thus leading to a smearing of the overall magnetoelastic signal.
Further, the influence of phenomena such as the Elliott-Yafet
electron-phonon spin-flip scattering process39,40, phonon-magnon
coupling41 or heat diffusion42, which have not been considered in
our theoretical modeling, and whose contribution have been
estimated only phenomenologically, might also play a certain role.
For example, in our theoretical modeling a linear dependence of the
electron-magnon coupling parameter (see “Methods”) on the
absorbed optical pump fluence was assumed, and its value was
established phenomenologically from the experimental data taken
at the intermediate pump fluence of 0.51mJ cm−2 (see Fig. 2). The
reason for such an assumption is the current lack of solid
experimental and theoretical knowledge regarding this important
physical parameter. Yet, as can be seen in the comparison of the
entirety of our experimental and theoretical data presented in Fig. 3,
the maximum calculated hot-magnon driven demagnetization at
the maximum pump fluence of 1.02mJ cm−2 exceeds that observed
in the experiment by about 25%. While such a discrepancy is not
very large, it only emphasizes the need to understand more in-depth
the processes governing the magnetic response of materials to
ultrafast external stimuli. Our experimental method can signifi-
cantly contribute to such development.
Discussion
To summarize, we have presented a rigorous method for ultrafast
magnetometry based on THz emission spectroscopy. In our
proof-of-principle experiment, we observe the ultrafast demag-
netization dynamics in laser-excited Fe, and uniquely identify and
disentangle two contributions to this process: (i) a hot-electron-
driven emission of incoherent hot magnons leading to ultrafast
transient demagnetization, and (ii) a coherent acoustic-phonon-
driven magnetoelastic effect. Our observations are fully supported
by the results of theoretical modeling. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first simultaneous observation of both hot-
magnon and coherent-phonon-driven ultrafast magnetization
dynamics in a magnetic system, with hot magnons being the
dominating effect. Our observations demonstrate the potential of
our highly sensitive method for both fundamental research
and industrial applications of magnetism. The magnetization
dynamics driven by coherent acoustic phonon propagation in
iron corresponds to the elongation of the Fe film on the order of
only tens of fm (see Fig. 2). It is even more so remarkable, that the
effects related to such tiny elongations could be clearly revealed in
the experiment using THz radiation, i.e., sub-mm electromagnetic
waves having 10 orders of magnitude longer wavelength. The
surprisingly strong magnetoelastic contribution to ultrafast
magnetization dynamics, leading to a clearly measurable elec-
tromagnetic emission in the THz range, holds promise for spin-
tronic technologies based on a purely acoustic and, where
possible, heat-free ultrafast control of magnetism.
Methods
Pump intensity distribution within the iron film. The refractive index of iron at
the pump wavelength around 800 nm is n= 2.94+ 3.39i43, yielding the optical
penetration depth on the order of 20 nm under bulk conditions (Beer-Lambert
Law). However, multiple interferences of the pump light in the film result in a
virtually constant intensity distribution profile, with the intensity variation on the
order of only 1%, with the intensity minimum around the middle of the film
(Supplementary Fig. 1).
Spin current simulations. Ferromagnetic 3d metals such as Fe are known to have
a small, yet non-vanishing, inverse spin Hall effect (see e.g. ref. 44). To exclude that
any spin current along the depth of the sample would lead to an electric THz
emission via ISHE mechanism, we have performed rigorous simulations. Specifi-
cally, to make our simulations parameter-free, we only use ab initio computed
quantities as input. We have therefore computed ab initio the SHE and ISHE
coefficients of Fe and Pd; the computed spin Hall conductivities of bulk bcc Fe and
fcc Pd are 14.96 and 700.93 (ħ/e) S cm−1, respectively, which implies that the
computed spin Hall angle of Pd is 46.85 times larger than that of Fe (Salemi, L. &
Oppeneer, P. M. unpublished). In addition we have used spin-dependent hot-
electron lifetimes and velocities computed previously45. With these input quantities
and using the ultrafast superdiffusion code27 we have simulated the charge and
spin currents in MgO/Fe/MgO and MgO/Fe/Pd structures under the same exci-
tation condition as in our experiment (800 nm, 100 fs pulse). The results (Sup-
plementary Fig. 2) demonstrate that the electric dipole contribution from the MgO/
Fe/MgO structure is extremely small and can be safely neglected, leaving the
transient demagnetization as the only source of its THz emission.
Magnetic and electric dipole radiation. The far-field electric field components of
magnetic EM(t) and electric EP(t) dipole radiation from a point source46 read
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Here iFT stands for inverse Fourier transform, μ0 is the vacuum permeability, ϵ0
the vacuum permittivity, k is the wavevector, n the unit vector pointing towards the
detecting position from the emitting dipole, M and P are, respectively, the
frequency-dependent magnetization and polarization20 (i.e., Fourier transforms of
M(t) and P(t)), and r is the distance from the emitting dipole to the position of
detection.
Symmetry distinction of THz emission. Two types of samples were prepared.
Both of them were 10 nm ferromagnetic iron (Fe) films deposited on an insulating
MgO substrate. One was capped with a 12 nm insulating MgO layer (MgO/Fe/
MgO), and the other was capped with a 5 nm metallic Pd layer (MgO/Fe/Pd). The
samples were fully magnetized in-plane along the x-axis (see Fig. 1) by an applied
external magnetic field of 50 mT, and were excited by femtosecond laser pulses
with a fluence of 1.1 mJ cm−2. First, both samples were pumped from the cap layer
side, and the emitted THz waves were measured by FEOS in the far field, in the
direction of the pump beam propagation. Second, we flipped the two samples while
keeping the external magnetic field and the THz detection geometry unchanged,
thus now pumping the samples from the substrate side. Finally, both samples were
pumped at the cap layer, but the external magnetic field was reversed.
The experimental results (Supplementary Fig. 4) show that the polarity of THz
emitted from MgO/Fe/MgO only depends on the external magnetic field, while
both the external magnetic field and the geometry of the sample can affect the
polarity of THz emitted from MgO/Fe/Pd. We conclude that the THz emission
from MgO/Fe/MgO is due to the ultrafast magnetization dynamics, whereas the
electric dipole radiation caused by the spin-charge conversion dominates the THz
emission in MgO/Fe/Pd.
Reconstruction of magnetization dynamics. We performed direct experimental
characterization, fully supported by the theoretical modeling, of the THz field
propagation function in our experiments, rigorously relating the THz EOS mea-
sured in the far-field, to its source, the magnetization dynamics in the sample M(t).
For this we used a reference electric-dipole THz emitter, a 0.5-mm-thick ZnTe
crystal, in place of MgO/Fe/MgO sample. As a result, we achieve precise recon-
struction of the fully calibrated transfer function of our experiment, relating the
dynamics of polarization P(t) or magnetization M(t) at the surface of the laser-
excited THz emitter to our observable, the detected THz EOS.
The basis for the reconstruction protocol is the accurate establishment of the
complete transfer function of the experiment in the frequency domain, which
includes (i) conversion of time-dependent magnetization (polarization) in the
sample into electromagnetic radiation frad,M(ω) and frad,P(ω), (ii) propagation of
this electromagnetic radiation in the spectrometer towards detector crystal fprop(ω),
and (iii) detection by FEOS of the electromagnetic field in the detector crystal fd(ω).
While the radiative functions frad,M(ω) and frad,P(ω) are different for magnetic
dipole (MgO/Fe/MgO) and electric dipole (ZnTe) emitters, the propagation
fprop(ω) and detection fd(ω) functions remain identical for both cases.
The total detected EOS for magnetic and electric dipole emission cases, SM(ω)
and SP(ω) respectively, are
SM ωð Þ ¼ M ωð Þfrad;M ωð Þfprop ωð Þfd ωð Þ; ð3Þ
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SP ωð Þ ¼ P ωð Þfrad;P ωð Þfprop ωð Þfd ωð Þ; ð4Þ
where M(ω) and P(ω) are the frequency-dependent magnetization and
polarization, respectively (i.e., the Fourier trasnsforms of M(t) and P(t)).
The reconstruction of the quantity of interest M(ω) from the observable, EOS
SM(ω) is therefore
M ωð Þ ¼ SM ωð Þ
frad;M ωð Þfprop ωð Þfd ωð Þ
: ð5Þ
The radiative functions frad,M(ω)= FT(EM(t)) and frad,P(ω)= FT(EP(t)) are given by
Eqs. (1) and (2).
In order to experimentally establish the spectrometer function, i.e., the propagation
and detection function of our experiment fprop(ω)fd(ω), we use a reference electric
dipole emitter, a 0.5-mm-thick <110> ZnTe crystal. The process of THz generation by
optical rectification of femtosecond laser pulses in transparent nonlinear crystals is by
now very well understood, and can be modeled quantitatively very accurately from the
first principles, using as an input the temporal intensity profile of the laser pulse, the
value for electro-optic coefficient of the crystal, and the THz dispersion of its complex-
valued refractive index (see e.g. ref. 47 for the comprehensive description of the
calculation). This allows one to very accurately calculate the polarization at the
outcoupling crystal surface, i.e., the parameter P(ω) in Eq. (4). With the knowledge of
P(ω), it is therefore straightforward to recover the complete propagation and detection
function of our experiment fprop(ω)fd(ω), from the measured EOS of the THz emission
of a reference electric dipole emitter SP(ω)48.
Now that the spectrometer function fprop(ω)fd(ω) is established, it can be
directly applied to the reconstruction of the magnetization dynamics M(t) in our
magnetic dipole emitter MgO/Fe/MgO, from the correspondingly measured EOS
SM(t), using the inverse Fourier transform of the Eq. (5). This yields the recovered,
and fully calibrated, magnetization dynamics M(t) in our experiment, shown in
Figs. 2 and 3 of the main text.
Incoherent excitation of magnons. Although experimentally we cannot uniquely
resolve which microscopic mechanism leads to the observed magnetization
dynamics, in this section we show that incoherent excitation of magnons is the only
plausible mechanism responsible for the ultrafast magnetization dynamics in the
MgO/Fe/MgO structure.
On the one hand, it has been recently demonstrated11,32,33 that the incoherent
excitation of magnon modes is a dominant mechanism contributing to ultrafast
demagnetization. Moreover, Mlynczak et al.49 have recently shown that the
electron-magnon scattering process is a very relevant scattering mechanism in Fe.
On the other hand, transport mechanisms, such as spin superdiffusion or heat
transport, can be disregarded as shown by the simulations. Coherent processes
stemming from the direct light-spin interaction can also be neglected due to the
linear light polarization. Another relevant mechanism which could potentially
explain the transient magnetization dynamics is the Elliott-Yafet mechanism, in
which the electrons transfer angular momentum to the phonons. However, it has
been theoretically shown that it only provides a small contribution to the ultrafast
demagnetization in ferromagnetic 3d metals40.
Another plausible mechanism that has gained attention in the last years, is the
spin-flip Coulomb scattering model, which is based on the ultrafast transfer of
angular momentum from the electronic spin to the electronic orbital angular
momentum, and subsequently to the lattice50. However, the lack of a theoretical
model to explain the ultrafast (tens of femtoseconds) transfer of angular
momentum from the electronic orbitals to the lattice, and the relatively slow
demagnetization time found in our experiments (around 500 fs) suggest that this
theoretically proposal is also not relevant in our experiment. As we show below,
excitation of incoherent magnons by electron-magnon scattering can perfectly well
explain our experimental observations.
Microscopic multi-temperature model. To simulate the transient magnetization
dynamics M(t) in Fe we use a MMTM, which describes the magnetization
dynamics as an incoherent excitation of magnon modes through a complex
interplay between electrons, spin waves and the lattice. Our model goes well
beyond the usual three-temperature model (3TM) and provides an out-of-
equilibrium description of electron and lattice dynamics with an explicit inclusion
of phonon-phonon scattering through an anharmonic phonon interaction term51.
Mathematically, the temporal evolution of the three different subsystems is mod-
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¼ G Ts  Teð Þ: ð8Þ
Here Te, Ts, and T
Q
l are the electron, spin and phonon mode-dependent tem-
peratures. Q accounts for the N distinct and independent phonon subsystems, each
of them corresponding to a specific branch, υ, and momentum, q, having different
temperatures TQl . Ce, Cs, and CQ are the temperature-dependent electronic, spin
and phonon mode-dependent heat capacities, respectively. γQ and ΓQk are the
mode-dependent linewidth due to electron-phonon and phonon-phonon interac-
tions, respectively. G is the electron-magnon coupling constant. I(Te) accounts for




∂t describe the energy transfer rate from the laser-induced none-
qulibrium electrons to the lattice through electron-phonon interaction and into





second-order Taylor expansion of the out-of-equilibrium phonon populations
around the mode-dependent phonon temperatures (see ref. 51 for full forms).
The effective spin temperature, Ts, is in our model equivalent to the magnon
temperature, which characterizes the incoherent excitation of magnon modes in
the 3TM.
It is worth mentioning that, while the model for the out-of-equilibrium
description of the electron and lattice dynamics has been derived from a
microscopic theory and is therefore fit-free (the parameters are ab initio
computed), the coupling of these two subsystems with the spin system is
introduced phenomenologically, and the electron-magnon coupling constant is
chosen to reproduce the experimental demagnetization time. In addition, a correct
treatment of the spin system would need to include effective mode- and q-
dependent spin temperatures to account for the distinct q-dependent electron-
magnon scatterings. However, currently there does not exist a reliable theoretical
model to provide such q-dependent electron-magnon coupling, and therefore such
description is beyond our present capabilities. Notwithstanding, we can effectively
treat the global effect of heating the magnon system by considering the spin system
to be individually thermalized and work with an effective electron-magnon
coupling, which is then chosen to reproduce the experimental
demagnetization time.
From the MMTM model we determine the time evolution of the spin
temperature which then is used in the analytic form of the temperature-dependent
magnetization for bcc Fe






where Tc= 1044 K is the Curie temperature of Fe.
In addition, the transient phonon-mode dependent lattice temperatures are
used to model the strain dynamics, as outlined in the following.
Lattice strain dynamics. We consider three different mechanisms that contribute
to the creation of strain in the lattice. These mechanisms are: first, the force
induced by the optically excited electrons; second, the force induced by the ultrafast
demagnetization (a new electronic surface potential is generated following the
magnon emission); and third, the thermal strain due to heating of the lattice. The
first and second processes originate from the deformation potential mechanism52
and happen at a time scale below 100 fs, where the strain caused by acoustic
phonons depends on the deformation potential and the absorbed laser energy. The
third process is induced by the changing temperature distribution in a thermo-
elastic model wherein a linear relation is established between the stress pulse and
the varying temperature distribution. Although in the latter process the changing
electronic and lattice temperatures contribute to the stress pulse, the regime of
small laser intensities used in the experiment along with the smallness of the
electron heat capacity as compared with the lattice one, allows one to neglect the
electronic contribution.
The transient lattice strain along the direction perpendicular to the film (z) can
then be written as










zv tt0ð Þj j;t0ð Þ
dt0; ð10Þ
where ρ is the density and v the sound velocity of Fe, and gQ is the mode-dependent
Grüneisen parameter, which are computed from first principles. The term
∂TQl
∂t is
determined by the solution of the MMTM (see above). Thus, Eq. (10) is a modified
out-of-equilibrium version of the expression provided by Wright53. Although it
may provide the same total expansion of the lattice, it is reached through different
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strain dynamics. Notably, the solution of the MMTM yields that the time evolution
of the strain produced by heating covers a range of several picoseconds.
The different time scales of the three different processes that induce the strain
pulses enable a simplification in the modeling. Thus, strain pulses generated by the
deformation potential mechanisms are assumed to happen instantaneously
following laser excitation with an amplitude proportional to the laser excitation,
which adds to the heating induced strain.
Schematically, the process is as follows: At each of the two Fe/MgO interfaces a
tensile strain is generated following laser excitation. These pulses travel within the
Fe layer toward the other interface at the Fe sound velocity (5060.05 m s−1).
Correspondingly, a compressive strain is generated at the Fe/MgO interface which
travels within the MgO system at the MgO sound velocity (9100 m s−1). When the
strains traveling within the Fe film reach one of the Fe/MgO interfaces, the pulses
become partially reflected (92.5% transmission, due to the different impedances
between Fe and MgO) inducing a change of polarization of the strain (tensile waves
become compressive waves and vice versa), while the rest goes into the MgO films.
On the other hand, the strain waves are completely reflected on the MgO/air
interfaces. At the end of the simulation, a finite strain remains in the system due to
the heating effect that induces the thermal expansion of the system.
To recover the normal volume expansion (in our case normal surface
expansion, u(t)) we integrate over the whole Fe film thickness the time-dependent
strain pulses, getting
u tð Þ ¼
Z zmax
0
η z; tð Þdz; ð11Þ
where zmax= 10 nm. The calculated time evolution of the system’s expansion is
shown in Fig. 2d for a laser excitation of 1.02 mJ cm−2.
Magnetization dynamics. The final magnetization dynamics is calculated by
combining the MMTM and the strain dynamics. Thus, we can write
M Tsð Þ
M T0ð Þ




þΔM u tð Þð Þ þ frecovery ; ð12Þ
where frecovery is a phenomenological function linear in time, introduced to recover
the long-time behavior of the magnetization dynamics (relaxation back to equili-
brium), and which accounts for the physical processes that are not included in our
model, such as phonon-magnon coupling or heat diffusion, which are relevant at
long-time scales. ΔM(u(t)) is a function that represents the change of magnetiza-
tion due to the change of the system’s volume. It is driven by the modulation of
exchange interaction in iron, and phenomenologically, can be written as:





where the factor 1/2 comes from the fact that around equilibrium position a 2%
change of J produces a 1% change of magnetization54,55
We also assume that
ΔJ u tð Þð Þ ¼ dJ
du
u tð Þ; ð14Þ
where u(t) is the system elongation in z-direction (see Eq. (11)). By combining Eqs.
(13) and (14) we obtain
ΔM u tð Þð Þ ¼ dJ
du





where the value of the gradient of the exchange constant is fitted to provide the
experimentally observed transient magnetization dynamics. For the specific case of
Fe we obtain
ΔM u tð Þð Þ ¼ 80:88 μB
Å
u tð Þ: ð16Þ
This expression is used along with the elongation values provided by Eq. (11) to
obtain the transient magnetization driven by the acoustic waves in Eq. (12). As
example, a system’s elongation of 40 fm would induce an increase of magnetization
of the order of 0.16% of the equilibrium magnetization, as can be seen in Fig. 2b, d
for a delay time between 3 and 4.5 ps. On the other hand, lattice strains of the order
of 10−3 would induce magnetization changes of the order of 37% of the equilibrium
magnetization. However, it is important to mention that although those large lattice
strains are experimentally accessible at short time scales, their effect on the transient
magnetization might be largely shadowed by the more dominant magnetization
dynamics induced by hot magnons. In addition, large elongations would introduce
nonlinear effects in the above relation, and also significant changes in the magnetic
anisotropy, leading to a distinct magnetization dynamics.
The value of equilibrium magnetization in iron μ0M0= 2.15 T56–58 was used in
the calculations of relative magnetization dynamics.
Sample preparation. The iron films were deposited on double polished MgO
<100> substrates and capped with 12 nm of MgO and 5 nm of Pd at room tem-
perature, respectively. The molecular beam epitaxy was performed to deposit
10 nm of Fe at room temperature with subsequent 90 minutes heat treatment at
800 K, necessary to obtain highly ordered monocrystalline Fe layer. The deposition
rate of Fe layer was 0.05 nmmin−1 at standard 10−10 Torr (10−8 Pa) pressure
under reflection high energy electron diffraction control to verify the crystal
quality. The thicknesses were controlled in situ by quartz balance sensing.
Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
author upon reasonable request.
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